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T

he drive across the Ukraine and into
the Caucasus took the German Army
in the Soviet Union to what would be the
limits of the Third Reich. On maps of
Europe it looked like a spectacular
triumph, but it held the seeds of the
ultimate destruction of Hitler's Germany.

Blitzkrieg: Fast armoured and mechanised
warfare supported by bombers and ground
attack aircraft.
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S

talingrad obsessed Hitler and consumed
the 6th Army. Trapped within the ruins
of the city the firepower and mobility of
German tanks was nullified. The Soviet
counter attack to north and south
pulverised the poorly trained and equipped
Hungarian, Rumanian and Italian troops
who were holding the vulnerable flanks.
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T

he massive armoured battles
fought to the north and south of
Kursk consumed men, tanks, guns and
aircraft. In the noise, smoke, fire and dust
the last chances for Nazi Germany to
achieve a victory that might delay or
prevent defeat were consumed in a
man-made inferno.
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M

anstein may have failed to lift the
siege of Stalingrad, but his masterly
battles of manoeuvre halted the Soviet 1945
winter offensive around Kharkov. As the
front lines stabilised the huge Kursk salient
was formed. This seemed the likely
objective for a German summer offensive
confirmed by Enigma intercepts.
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M

oscow had been saved. The Soviet
counter attack that pushed back the
German Army Group Centre in
1941-1942 finally ground to a halt in the mud
of early spring 1942. It had saved the city and
made General Zhukov who had commanded
the West Theatre, composed of the Kalinin,
West and Bryansk Fronts, a national hero.
The ability of the German Army to recover
and reform after defeats or withdrawals

15, 1942

would, however, amaze both the Russians
and the Western Allies.
On May 8,1942 the re-armed and equipped
German forces launched their new offensive
Unternehmen Blau - Operation Blue. In
savage fighting at Kharkov between May 12
and 28 they defeated a Soviet offensive by
General Malinovsky's South Front, part of
Marshal Timoshenko's South West Theatre,
and then launched Unternehmen Fredericus 1

ABOVE: A British Valentine tank, shipped in an Arctic convoy, a b a n d o n e d near Kharkov.
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ABOVE: A ZIS-5V truck among the litter of bodies
and

equipment near a crossing on the Donets

f o l l o w i n g Timoshenko's disastrous offensive.
LEFT: A y o u n g G e r m a n N C O scans the distant
h o r i z o n . The vast distances o v e r a w e d men w h o
w e r e familiar with the streets of German cities.

against the Isyum salient and rolled eastwards. The action at Kharkov cost the
Germans 20,000 men, but the Soviet losses
were staggering - 214,000 men, 1,200 tanks
and 2,000 guns captured in a huge pocket.
On June 1 Hitler flew to the HQ of Army
Group South at Poltava to discuss attacks to
the south and east. In Berlin Dr Joseph
G o e b b e l s , t h e Reichsminister
fur
Volkserklarung und Propaganda (Reich
Minister for Public Enlightenment and
Propaganda), hinted to the foreign press that
Moscow would be the objective for a summer
offensive. This worked so well that when on
June 19 copies of the plans for the attack on
the Caucasus fell into Russian hands they

